
Introduction

There is nowadays an increased interest in the thermal

characteristics of materials with a micrometric

scale [1]. This interest concerns also the use of

thermogravimetry to evaluate the reactivity of a wide

range of nano/microstructured materials including

various forms of carbon materials [2–5]. This paper

deal of exfoliated graphite (EG) as a carbon material

of growing importance due to its numerous actual and

potential applications.

Design and control of carbon materials structure

for enhanced performances such as highly efficient

sorbents for removal of oil products from water

surface is of great environmental importance. EG, due

to its peculiar properties proved to be an efficient

sorbent for gathering and removal of crude oil from

water surface [6–9].

When some graphite intercalation compounds

(GICs) are rapidly heated at high temperatures

(~1000°C) the intercalated material is decomposed to

gaseous compounds and as a consequence, marked

exfoliation of the graphite occurs. This exfoliated

graphite has wide applications when it is pressed to

make thin sheets of graphite. Anyway, different pore

sizes in carbon materials are required in their

applications [10–14], so that the control of pore

structure is one of the important issues being

reviewed and discussed in detail [15]. Recently, it

was found out that exfoliated graphite is able to sorb a

large amount of heavy oil [16]. The same feature of a

good oil sorption capacity was found to be provided

by the graphite oxide soot [17].

This paper presents some aspects regarding

physical characterization of graphite oxide soot and

three types of EG as well as the relationship between

their properties, as a consequence of preparation

regimes. The sorption capacity of expanded samples

and thermal analysis performed on those one along

with sorbed oil was also discussed. Thermal analysis

will be proposed as a method that could provide

information about the exfoliated graphite pore system

related to sorbed oil oxidation rate.

Experimental

The EG was prepared by thermal exfoliation of

different H2SO4–GICs. Intercalated compounds were

obtained through liquid methods [18], by immersion

of natural graphite (400 �m grain size) in acid

solutions. Natural graphite produced in China with

98 mass% carbon content was used as host material

for intercalation. The structural states of the surface

and volume of EG particles can be controlled by

means of changing the oxidizing treatment and

applied temperature program. With this in view,

different oxidizing conditions, consisting in: different
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reagents ratio and concentrations, different oxidizing

agents, have been experimented. The used

compositional variants are presented in Table 1.

Natural graphite is suspended in a mixture of

H2SO4 and HNO3. An oxidizing agent such as KMnO4

or FeCl3 was added to the oxidation mixture in small

quantities, over a period of a few hours in a cooled

flask. The time allotted for reactions was of 2 days.

After this period, the resulted products were stirred

with distilled water, then settled and decanted until

the wash water became neutral. The suspensions are

suction – filtered as much as possible, dried in vacuum

at 50°C to constant mass.

To achieve exfoliation, the resulting products, ob-

tained according to E1, E2, E3 and E4 processing vari-

ants (as presented in Table 1), have been subsequently

exposed to a thermal shock at 900°C, in a graduated

quartz glass beaker placed in an electrical furnace. After

a few seconds the ICs decomposed and instantaneously

expanded. After this procedure the expanded volume, V

(mL) and net mass W (g) were measured for each com-

pound, to obtain the specific expansion volume per

gram graphite V/W (mL g
–1
). Thus, graphite oxide soot

and three types of expanded graphite were obtained.

These were marked for recognition after the starting

compositional variants, as: E1, E2, E3 and E4.

Bulk density has been determined in accordance

with a Romanian Standard No. 8432/79 [19] by

measuring the mass M(g) of an expanded sample,

resulting by its free falling in a measured volume V

(cm
3
). The ratio between mass and measured volume,

M/V, gives the specimen bulk density.

Surface areas of the expanded species were

measured by nitrogen gas adsorption at 77 K in a

surface analyzer (Coulter, SA 3100), by applying the

Brunauer Emmett–Teller (BET) equation.

The volume of micropores was deduced from N2

adsorption isotherm at 77 K by applying

Dubinin-Radovich equation [20]. The volume of

narrow micropores was consequently deduced from

CO2 adsorption isotherm at 273 K.

The structure of graphite oxide (GO) and GICs,

before and after thermal processing has been

characterized by X-ray diffraction with CuK� radiation,

using HZG4 A2 equipment. The crystallinity of

exfoliated samples was estimated by computing the

ratio of crystalline peak to entire area for each

obtained X-ray pattern presented in Fig. 3 [21].

Heavy oil of 0.88 g cm
–3

density, produced by

Lisiachansk Oil Processing Plant, was used for the

sorption experiments, according to the following pro-

cedure: heavy oil was added to a weighed sample of

expanded graphite sorbent, until saturation was

achieved. The unsorbed oil was removed during 12 h

using filter paper. The exfoliated graphite sorbent

along with the adsorbed oil was weighed and the spe-

cific sorption was estimated from the mass increase

due to adsorbed oil. It was experimentally shown by

other authors [22] that the specific sorption values ob-

tained by this method are in close agreement with

those for oil sorption at the water surface.

The structural differences between samples are also

reflected by the thermal behavior of the oil-exfoliated samples

systems, which have been investigated by thermal analysis

methods (TG, DTG, DTA). The simultaneous recording

of TG, DTA and DTG curves was performed using a

Q-1500D Paulik–Paulik–Erdey derivatograph (MOM-Bu-

dapest). Applied non-isothermal recording conditions

were: static air atmosphere, temperature range 20–500°C,

heating rate of 2.5 K min
–1
, opened sample pans.

Results and discussions

Characterization of synthesized EG

Table 1 shows the experimental conditions for GO and

ICs synthesis and some of their physical characteristics
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Table 1 Compositional variants /synthesis conditions and characteristics of exfoliated samples

Sample

Synthesis conditions Characteristics of exfoliated samples

Reagents

molar ratio,

H2SO4:

HNO3

*

Oxidizing

agent, 5%

Bulk

density/g cm
–3

Specific

expansion

volume/cm
3
g
–1

Surface

area,

SBET/m
2
g
–1

Sorption

capacity, Csorpt,/

L(100g EG)
–1

Pore

volume

mL g
–1

E1 9:1 KMnO4 0.0096 40 90.0 0.9 1.44

E2 1:1 KMnO4 0.00394 80 158.0 9.7 2.33

E3 4:1 KMnO4 0.00469 65 116.0 8.33 0.83

E4 9:1 FeCl3 0.02573 25 11.0 2.4 0.29

Pristine graphite

(Natural graphite

used as raw material)

0.5999 –
1.6

0.1

*
In all variants H2SO4: 98% and density: 1.84 g cm

–3
was used. For E1, E3, E4 variants HNO3 63%, and density: 1.43 g cm

–3
was

used. For E2 variant HNO3 30%, d: 1.18 g cm
–3

was used



obtained after the exfoliation process, respectively:

bulk density, specific expansion volume, surface area,

oil sorption and pore volume.

Since the exfoliation results from vaporization

and decomposition of intercalates, the degree of

exfoliation process should be directly related to the

amount of intercalates [23]. In present experiments,

applying different oxidizing conditions to a natural

graphite substrate became obvious that the precursor

for thermal exfoliation reaction was different in each

case. As it was expected, due to a high degree of

graphite oxidation resulted by KMnO4 treatment,

were obtained compounds with a specific expansion

volume value higher than those obtained by FeCl3

addition (as is shown in Table 1).

Even the specific expansion volume achieved in

this case is smaller as compared with that obtained

using KMnO4 as oxidant, this procedure proved to be

suitable because in this case, reaction is slightly

exothermal (mild conditions) and filtration procedure

goes easier. Moreover, after exfoliation process, the

FeCl3 traces remained on the graphite grains surface

which allows that the graphitic substrate to have an

increased conductivity, which is adequate for other

kinds of practical applications.

According to X-ray diffraction pattern shown in

Figs 1 and 2, it should be noticed that for the same

2 days reaction time, in the case of KMnO4 oxidation,

different stages of intercalation are achieved. This

behavior seems to come from different reagents ratios

used in starting compositional variants. Only higher

stage graphite salts are formed when the concentration

of the sulfuric acid is too low as a consequence of the

addition of larger quantities of nitric acid, as is the

case of E2 and E3 sample. The formation of graphite

oxide need a stage–1 GIC as a precursor (Fig. 1).

Clearly the thermal precursor for thermal exfoliation

reaction was different with the sample E1 from the

other one.

This is also reflected by the physical characteristics

of investigated samples (as is shown in Table 1). For

E1 sample with H2SO4 used in excess, the reaction

leads to a graphite oxide type structure [23]. In Fig. 1,

the (001) diffraction line of graphite oxide appeared

together with the (002) and (004) lines of carbon.

During this process, the stacking sequence would

vary fromA/AB/BA/A…(stage 2 GIC) to A/A/A/A…

(stage 1 GIC). Instead, by using a stoechiometric ratio

between the reagents of 1:1, a H2SO4-GIC with stages

2 and 3 mixture (sample E2) was obtained. In Fig. 3 it

is also shown the X-ray diffractogram of natural

graphite (pristine graphite) used as raw material for in-

tercalation processes.

By applying the expansion procedure, more or

less crystalline structures are obtained. As an

experimental observation, graphite oxide soot and EG

species obtained from compositional variants with

KMnO4 showed more amorphous structures than EG

obtained with FeCl3 which presents a relatively high

order degree, as shown in Fig. 4.

The XRD pattern of sample E4 after expansion

suggests a strong preferred orientation of the crystal-

lites of the powder, so that the graphitic planes (00l)

are oriented parallel to the powder surface. The same

effect could be provided by the turbostratic structure

of the sample, with no 3D ordering of the graphitic

sheets. Assuming that after expansion, E4 is pure

graphite, the value of the interlayer distance

d(002)=3.39 �, smaller than the turbostratic limit,

3.44�, could indicate that there is not a turbostratic

structure, which is in agreement with the large crys-

tallite size along the c axis; the crystallite size could

be deduced from the (002) line width. In addition,

some quantitative estimations concerning the
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2 /degree�
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Fig. 1 X-ray diffraction pattern of E1 sample (graphite oxide)

2 /degree�
CuK�

Fig. 2 X-ray diffraction pattern of E2 sample

2 /degree�

s

Fig. 3 X-ray diffraction pattern of natural graphite

(pristine graphite)



crystallinity of E1, E2 and E4 exfoliated samples have

been done, by computing the ratio of crystalline peak

related to the entire pattern area of corresponding

X-ray pattern showed in Fig. 3. Accordingly, the fol-

lowing crystallinity values were obtained: 16.8% for

E1 sample; 7.3% for E2 sample and 36.2% for E4

sample.

Oil sorption

It was found that each EG type and the GO soot could

adsorb heavy oil, at room temperature, very quickly,

within few seconds. It was also observed that in the

case of oil spilt in water, the preferential adsorption of

oil and no adsorption of water occurred [24]. Also,

natural graphite subjected to oil sorption from water

sediments, unlike EG which remained suspended on

the water surface. As is shown in Table 1, pristine

graphite has a sorption capacity value of 0.1 L/100 g,

which is much lower than expanded samples one

(2.4–9.7 L/100 g). As it was expected sorption

capacity increase with surface area.

Certain dependence between sorption capacity:

Csorpt and the above mentioned physical characteristics

of the exfoliated specimens have been found. This

partly reflects the synthesis conditions and their

influence on physical and functional properties.

Figures 5 and 6 show the dependence of the

sorption capacity vs. the surface area and the bulk

density, �, respectively. It can be noticed that for all

investigated samples the sorption capacity increases

linearly with the surface area, in the following order:

pristine graphite<E4< E1< E3<E2.

Also, plots of lg Csorpt vs. lg � showed a linear

correlation according to the relationship:

log Csorpt=const.–n log �

where n=0.9; the correlation coefficient of the linear

regression is 0.996.

The same variation order of sorption capacity

increase with bulk density has been noticed, respectively:

pristine graphite<E4<E1<E3<E2.

To analyze the obtained results, notions referring

to discretion and surface homogeneity should be taken

into account. Thus, on the considered carbon surface

there are uniformly located several distinct, active

sites, where sorption forces can act. In the case of

analyzed carbon materials, such kinds of active sites

are represented by the pores system. Usually to obtain

a solid sorbent, is required an initial activation that

may be achieved in different ways. In the case of the

present experiments, the thermal treatment of ICs has

been applied to activate the surface. A porosity system

developed differently represents a result of the applied

synthesis conditions. It seems that the water presence

within the system due to the involved acids dilution

has an important role to form large pores volumes.

If total pores volume is taken into account, as

shown in Table 1, the same correspondence with

sorption capacity has been noticed, as it was expected,

in accordance with the previous discussed correlation.

By means of thermal activation, an intensification

of amorphous state of sorbent occurs in detriment of

crystalline one, which allows explaining the adsorption
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Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction pattern of E1, E2 and E4 samples,

after thermal processing at 1000°C
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phenomenon not only from kinetic but also from

thermodynamic viewpoint, because it is well known

that amorphous state is energetically richer than

crystalline one. To support this, it has been tried to

connect sorption capacity and crystallinity of the

expanded specimens. Thus, variation ratio of sorption

capacity for specimens E2:E1:E4 is of 4:2.5:1 and

variation ratio of the same specimens crystallinity

degree is of 1:2.3:4.95.

Characterization of expanded graphite samples after

oil sorption by thermal analysis methods

The structural differences between expanded GICs

and graphite oxide soot were also reflected in the

thermal beaviour of the oil-expanded samples systems

that were investigated by thermal analysis methods.

Figure 7 shows the TG, DTA and DTG curves

obtained for E4-oil sample; similar thermograms are

obtained for all investigated samples. The obtained

DTG and DTA curves are presented in comparison in

Figs 8–11.

In the temperature range 20–300°C, for each

oil-expanded sample, a single step was put in

evidence in TG curve. The onset temperature of this

process was 150°C. Thus the measured mass cannot

be attributed to desorption of some previously adsorbed

water because such a process begins at a temperature

lower than 150°C. On the other hand, it is well known

that the oxidation of pure carbon with O2 from air

does not take place in this temperature range. Each

expanded graphite sample was subjected to a thermal

analysis in air. Oxidation takes place starting with

700°C or even 800°C. Thus the process could not be

related to the graphite conversion to CO2. Consequently,

the process evidenced in TG, DTG and DTA curves

consists in the oil oxidation/decomposition with formation

of gaseous compounds.

TG curves exhibit a single step and DTG curves

show complex shapes (asymmetric shapes, two or three

shoulders). It can be noticed that the DTG curve for

pristine graphite is placed under the DTG curves of the

EG samples. This means that the oxidation rates for oil

from the EG samples are substantially higher than the

corresponding rates for the pristine graphite. Except the

DTA curve for pristine graphite, the DTA curves ob-

tained for the EG samples exhibit complex shapes.

Table 2 lists the main characteristic parameters

of the non-isothermal degradation of the investigated

samples.

As it can be seen from Figs 8–10 each expanded

graphite – oil system has a different thermal behavior.

The oxidation rate of the sorbed oil in expanded

graphite matrix depends on structural characteristics

of the matrix, mainly on the pore type. This is

revealed by the displacement of maximum peaks onto

DTG curves.

Thus, it is considered that the various structural

characteristics of the expanded graphite could be
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characterized by means of thermal effect recorded

during oil degradation.

Based on thermal analysis experimental result

showed in Table 2, it could be observed that:

T T
max

DTG

max

DTA
� (1)

f<1. (2)

The difference between T
max

DTG
and T

max

DTA
could be

explained by the mass and the heat transfer

phenomena, due to the relative high mass of the

samples (�90 mg). The calculated f values show that

the oxidative process is not complete and

consequently an amount of ash remains in, or on the

surface of the sample. The maximum amount of ash,

of 29% from the absorbed oil, resulted in the case of

pristine graphite.

Conclusions

• The preparation regime has a significant influence

on the characteristics of expanded graphite (EG)

and has been evidenced through X-ray diffraction

analysis, surface area measurements, bulk densities

and oil sorption capacity.

• All investigated EG and graphite oxide soot

materials exhibit a rapid and selective absorption of

oil from oil-water mixtures.

• Compared to pristine graphite used as raw material

and other solid adsorbents, EG prepared materials

exhibit a high oil sorption capacity.

• There have been established several empirical

correlation between sorption capacity and surface

area, bulk density and as well as crystallinity of

investigated expanded samples, that showed well

defined linear proportionality.

The structural differences among the investigated

EG types and graphite oxide soot determines some dif-

ferences in their thermal behaviors that were put in evi-

dence by means of the thermal analysis methods (TG,

DTG and DTA). Thus, it can be mentioned that: a) the

thermal effects evolved during non-isothermal heating

depend on and reflect the material structure (particulari-

ties of a thermal degradation processes of an oil

incorporated in an exfoliated graphite matrix, such as:

rate of degradation, maximum temperature, thermal ef-

fect area etc., could give as some information regarding

the type of porosity, related to the rate of oil degrada-

tion). In these circumstances thermal analysis method

could provide information about the expanded graphite

pore system related to sorbed oil oxidation rate.

With this in view, further investigations are in

demand to get more information on the relationship

between structural parameters of EG materials and

functional properties.
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